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ABSTRACT
Advances in federated learning and edge computing advocate
for deep learning models to run at edge devices for video analysis.
However, the captured video frame rate is too high to be processed
at the edge in real-time with a typical model such as CNN. Any
approach to consecutively feed frames to the model compromises
both the quality (by missing important frames) and the efﬁciency
(by processing redundantly similar frames) of analysis. Focusing
on outdoor urban videos, we utilize the spatial metadata of frames
to select an optimal subset of frames that maximizes the coverage
area of the footage. The spatial keyframe extraction is formulated as
an optimization problem, with the number of selected frames as the
restriction and the maximized coverage as the objective. We prove
this problem is NP-hard and devise various heuristics to solve it efﬁciently. Our approach is shown to yield much better hit-ratio than
conventional ones.
Index Terms— spatial keyframe extraction, weighted coverage,
spatial metadata, object detection
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in processing power and explosive growth of
IoT devices (20.4 billion by 2020 [1]) enabled the continuous development of edge computing (EC) systems. With EC paradigm,
the processing cost of information is ofﬂoaded close to the edge devices, where data is generated. Shifting computation to the edge has
several beneﬁts: a) applications do not suffer from latency and communication bandwidth restrictions because they are able to process
and store data locally in real-time, b) it reduces the costs of processing the collected data at a cloud-based or centralized server, and
c) it provides a privacy mechanism so that raw sensitive data (e.g.,
ﬁngerprints) does not need to be directly shared outside the device.
In addition to the wide applicability of EC, the improvements in
neural networks have made it possible to run deep learning models
locally for classiﬁcation or object detection tasks. Image-based Machine Learning (ML) applications for smart cities already made their
appearance, e.g., detect road damage [2, 3] to improve the infrastructure, monitor street cleanliness [4] to prioritize sanitation efforts,
detect surface for grafﬁti removal [5, 6] to improve quality of life
and reduce gang crime, and bicycle/pedestrians counters [7, 8, 9] to
improve transportation, to name a few.
Cameras embedded on edge devices are nowadays able to capture videos at a very high frame rate (e.g., 24-60 FPS). The only way
for a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) (e.g., YOLOv3 [10],
Caffe [11]) to process such visual data volume at this rate is by using
powerful CPUs and GPUs which cannot be found on edge devices.

   



  

At the edge, frame acquisition rate is much higher from what a deployed ML model can handle, hence only a subset of frames can be
processed in real-time. Then, how do we decide which frames to feed
to a CNN? Naively, applications use the CNN processing rate after
sampling some frames, i.e., feed the newly captured frame to the
CNN as soon as the processing of an older frame is completed, which
can result in missing important visual content, especially when using
a mobile device.
In this work, we focus on efﬁcient frame selection from urban
mobile videos while considering the limited resources of edge devices in image ML applications. Instead of directly analyzing the
raw video frames which requires lots of computing power, our algorithms leverage the geospatial metadata of images (captured at
recording time by devices’ sensors) to reduce image processing cost
by maximizing the spatial coverage while minimizing the number of
selected frames. In particular, we partition an area of interest into
grid cells and use the number of unique cells covered by each frame
(using its geospatial metadata) as the preference criteria to select
or drop a frame. We formally deﬁne this coverage problem, prove
its NP-hardness, and propose heuristics to efﬁciently solve it. We
compare our heuristics with traditional keyframe selections based
on visual content. Experimental results using real dataset show our
hit-ratio is at least 25% better than conventional approaches.
2. RELATED WORK
Video frame extraction can be classiﬁed in three broader categories
based on the methods used to extract frames: 1) visual, 2) machine
learning, and 3) spatial metadata analysis.
Visual-based Video Frame Extraction: Dimitrova et al. [12] presented a method to compare the luminance (Y) and chrominance (Cr
and Cb) of sequential video frames in order to identify signiﬁcant
differences and then used image histograms to ﬁlter keyframes. Ejaz
et al. [13] proposed a strategy that initially samples frames with a
skip factor λ. Afterwards it calculates a contributing value of consecutive frames based on color and structural properties, and extract
frames with contributing value larger than a threshold τ .
ML-based Video Frame Extraction: The ﬁrst ML approach to
extract video frames utilized unsupervised clustering-based techniques. The main idea is to create clusters of visually similar images
based on image content (e.g., color histogram) and select a frame
from each cluster based on a similarity metric (e.g., frame closer to
the cluster mean). De Avila et al. [14] presented VSUMM (Video
SUMMarization) mechanism which uses pre-sampling to reduce
the number of frames, constructs a 16-bin histogram from the HSV
color space to obtain the feature vector and uses k-means algorithm
to extract keyframes by selecting the frame closer to the cluster’s
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The
m set Fc = {F1 , F2 , . . . , Fm } contains all such subsets. Thus,
j=1 Fj = F.
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3.2. Proposed Algorithms

(a) The 2-D FOV model.

(b) 5 FOVs and their CM BR.

Fig. 1: Field-Of-View (FOV) model and Coverage MBR.
centroid. Wu et al. [15] presented AdaFrame, an ML framework that
adaptively selects frames for video recognition. AdaFrame contains
a LSTM network augmented with a global memory that provides
context information for searching which frames to use over time.
Spatial Metadata-based Video Frame Extraction: Kim et al. [16]
exploits the spatial metadata of frames to automatically generate
panoramic images from crowdsourced mobile videos. Each video
frame is augmented with a ﬁeld-of-view [17] to calculate the coverage and overlap ratio.

3. SPATIAL KEYFRAME EXTRACTION
3.1. Preliminaries
Deﬁnition 3.1. Field-Of-View: A video v is represented as a set of
individual video frames F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fi , . . . , fn } ordered by
the time ti at which the frame was captured. We use the Field-OfView (FOV) model [17] as shown in Figure 1a to represent the coverage of the viewable scene of fi . Hereafter, we denote with fi the
video frame and its FOV, interchangeably. The FOV fi is in the form
of p, θ, R, α, where p is the camera position consisting of the latitude and longitude coordinates read from the GPS sensor in a mobile
device, 0◦ ≤ θ < 360◦ is the angle of the camera viewing direction
with respect to the North obtained from the digital compass sensor,
R is the maximum visible distance, and 0◦ < α < 360◦ denotes the
visible angle obtained from the camera lens property at the current
zoom level. We use the dot notation to access properties, i.e., fi .p
refers to the camera point of the FOV fi .
Deﬁnition 3.2. Coverage Minimum Bounding Rectangle: Given
a set of FOVs F, the Coverage Minimum Bounding Rectangle
CM BR is deﬁned as the minimum bounding box which contains
all FOVs1 as illustrated in Figure 1b.
Deﬁnition 3.3. Coverage Grid and Cell Set: Given a CM BR and
cell size w, we partition the CM BR into a set of square cells G =
{c1 , c2 , . . . , cm } of width w forming the Coverage Grid. Given a
set of FOVs F and the grid G, the Coverage Cell Set C ⊆ G contains
all the cells which are covered by at least one FOV. In addition, we
deﬁne with Ci ⊆ C, the subset of the cells which are covered by fi .
For example, in Figure 1b, the coverage cell set C5 for f5 is highlighted in dark grey color. For simplicity, the cell is considered as
covered if any FOV covers its center.
 The set Cf = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn }
contains all such subsets. Hence, n
i=1 Ci = C. Symmetrically, we
deﬁne with Fj ⊆ F the subset of FOVs which cover cell cj ∈ C.
1 To reduce the computational complexity of the pie slice shape [17], we
represent the FOVs as triangles.

User-generated urban videos contain a lot of overlapping regions.
Even if the camera is moving, due to the variations in direction, a
cell can be covered by multiple FOVs. To model the importance of
regions and FOVs, we introduce a cell spatial weight which depends
on the FOV that covers them.
Cell Spatial Weight: The spatial weight of an FOV fi and a cell
cj ∈ Ci is deﬁned as:

d(fi .p,cj .p)
, if d(fi .p, cj .p) ≤ fi .R
1−
fi .R
(1)
wi,j =
0,
otherwise
The function d(fi .p, cj .p) calculates the distance2 between the
camera location fi .p and the cell center cj .p. The distance is
then normalized by the maximum viewable distance fi .R. Cells
closer to camera location are assigned higher weight, whereas cells
outside the FOV’s coverage area are assigned zero weight, i.e.,
d(fi .p, cj .p) > fi .R. This ensures that the weight is 0 ≤ wi,j ≤ 1.
Cell Overlap Weight Function: We deﬁne a function f : X −
→ Y,

where X = {x ∈ R|Fj | |x = wi,j , fi ∈ Fj ⊆ Fj , cj ∈ Ci } and
Y = {y ∈ R|0 ≤ y ≤ 1}. The function f accepts as input the
weights X = wi,1 , wi,2 , . . . , wi,|Fj | for cell cj for the selected
FOVs Fj which cover it, and assigns a new weight Y . f deﬁnes
what is the new spatial weight of the cell when multiple FOVs cover
it and are selected by the solution. This function is applicationspeciﬁc. For example, a new weight can be the average sum of all
weights contributed by the selected FOVs.
Residual Overlap Weight: For a current frame selection S, the
residual overlap weight for fi and its cells Ci is computed as follows: for cells cj ∈ Ci not covered by any other FOV already in S,
r
the residual weight wi,j
is equal to wi,j . Otherwise, we use the Cell
o
Overlap Weight Function f to calculate a new overlap weight wi,j
if S is to include fi and calculate the difference with the current
r
o
selection, i.e., wi,j
= wi,j
− wi,j . The intuition is when a new FOV
is added, it increases the total weight by only the weight difference.
Problem 1. Maximum Weighted Overlap Coverage Problem: Given
a set of FOVs F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fn }, the weights wi,j , the cell overlap weight function f , the set of covered cells Cj = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cm }
for each FOV, the maximum budget for frames B, the Maximum
Weighted Overlap Coverage Problem (MWOCP) ﬁnds a subset F  ,
s.t. |F  | ≤ B which maximizes the weighted sum of covered cells
in the sets Fj .
Theorem 1. The MWOCP is NP-Hard.
Proof. The proof for M W OCP ’s hardness comes from the reduction of the Maximum Coverage Problem (M CP ), i.e., M CP ≤p
M W OCP . Given a ﬁnite set of elements, called the universe X =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xm }, a collection of sets S =
{S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn }, Si ⊆
X , whose union equals the universe, i.e., n
i=1 Si = X , and a budget value k the Maximum Coverage
is the problem of ﬁnding a sub
set of S  ⊆ S, s.t., |S  | ≤ k and | Si ∈S  Si | is maximized.
For any M CP instance, we reduce it to an instance of M W OCP
in polynomial time. The reduction is straight-forward. The number of maximum frames k is passed as input budget B to the
M W OCP . For each element xj in the M CP , we create a cell cj
in the M W OCP , hence X = G. This construction takes O(m)
time. Additionally, each set Si in M CP is mapped to an FOV
2 There are several distance approximation functions between points on
Earth surface: euclidean distance [18], haversine or Vincenty’s [19] formula.
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Algorithm 1 Greedy-SKE
1: procedure G REEDY(F , C, W, f, B)
2:
S=∅
 Solution set
3:
U =C
 Cell Universe

 Candidate FOVs
4:
F =F
5:
while |S| ≤ B do
 Up to B FOVs
6:
bestF OV = bestCellSet = null, bestW eight = 0
7:
for all fi ∈ F  do
8:
F OV Cells = getF OV Cells(f )
 Cell Set Ci
9:
uncoveredCells = F OV Cells ∩ U
10:
weight = computeW eight(f, uncoveredCells)
11:
coveredCells = F OV Cells \ U
12:
if coveredCells = ∅ then
13:
weight = computeResidual(f, S, coveredCells)
14:
end if
15:
if weight > bestW eight then
16:
bestF OV = f
17:
bestCellSet = F OV Cells
18:
bestW eight = weight
19:
end if
20:
end for
21:
if bestF OV == null then break
22:
end if
23:
S = S ∪ bestF OV
24:
F  = F  \ bestF OV
25:
U = U \ bestCellSet
26:
end while
27:
return S
 The greedy solution to MWOCP
28: end procedure

Coverage Set Ci in M W OCP , assigning a weight wi,j = 1 when
element xj ∈ Si , and wi,j = 0 otherwise. The cell weight function
f is deliberately set to return 1 when cj (thus xj ) is not part of the
current solution, otherwise 0 to prevent double-counting an element.
This mapping takes O(nm) time. The construction ensures that
elements covered by Si are represented as covered cells by FOV fi
in Ci (S = Cf ). Therefore, M W OCP ’s output of FOVs is exactly
S  in M CP , which completes the proof.
As M W OCP is NP-Hard, we propose a polynomial-time
greedy algorithm to solve it efﬁciently. Our approach extends the
Generalized Maximum Coverage Problem [20] (GMCP), to support
overlaps (an element can belong to multiple bins).
Spatial Keyframe Extraction (SKE) algorithm: Algorithm 1 shows
our proposed greedy algorithm Greedy-SKE to solve the MWOCP.
Lines 2-4 initialize the solution set, the cell universe and the list of
candidate FOVs F  . The algorithm iterates until the budget of
frames B (Line 5) is exhausted or no new FOV contributes to the
total weight of the solution (Line 21). At each step of the main
loop, the greedy algorithm tries to ﬁnd the best FOV which has
a higher weight and updates the current best at Lines 15-19. For
each candidate FOV f , the total weight is measured as the sum of
weights from uncovered and covered cells. Uncovered cells are the
cells which are not covered by any FOV in the current solution S,
while covered cells are the cells which have at least one FOV in the
existing solution S. For uncovered cells, the weight is calculated
as described in Section 3.2. For covered cells, with the help of a
subroutine computeResidual, we calculate the residual overlap
weight. When an FOV is selected, it is added to the current solution
S, is removed from candidate frame set F  and the cell universe U
of uncovered cells is updated at Lines 23-25.
3.3. Baselines for Comparison
Using Visual Features: A straightforward method of selecting distinct video frames is by comparing visual features.

Clustering-based extraction utilizes VSUMM’s [14] technique.
Initially, a set of frames are sampled every half-second. Then, a
histogram of 50 bins is constructed from the HSV color space (2020-10 bins for each component, respectively) for each frame image
which are used as the feature vectors. Finally, given a budget value
B as the maximum number of frames that the algorithm can extract
from each video, the k-means algorithm is applied to select the closest frame from each cluster centroid.
Using Frame FOV metadata: The previous baseline requires to analyze image content in order to decide whether there are signiﬁcant
visual changes between frames. This is a chicken-egg problem because the whole goal is to avoid analyzing all frames while detecting
objects within a video. Approaches that require visual analysis are
expensive both in terms of processing time and battery consumption, especially when analyzing video at the edge. The techniques
introduced here do not require to see the image frame content. Instead, they solely rely on the spatial metadata captured along with
the video.
Temporal selects frames based on a predeﬁned sampling rate ts
(e.g., 2 frames per second). ts can be adjusted in a way, such that
it matches the processing capacity of an edge device. This method
can be fast, but it may introduce unnecessary redundant frame processing in case of fast sampling or capturing similar frames when the
camera is slowly moving.
Trajectory-SKE selects frames based on the camera location of
the FOV metadata. For each frame of a video, sorted by captured
time, a predeﬁned radius threshold tr is used to determine whether
the camera location of the frame is farther than the previous frame’s
radius. Sampling the trajectory by adjusting tr ensures that the
selected frames are captured at different locations, hence partially
addresses the problem of processing redundant content of frames.
However, it may still process duplicate frames when tr is very small
or the FOV cover a particular region.
Naive-SKE uses a max-heap to get cells in order based on their
cumulative spatial weight of all FOVs. For the current cell cj , a
random FOV fi ∈ Fj is selected and added to the solution S. Additionally, all cells cl ∈ Ci are removed from the heap. The algorithm
stops when B is reached or the heap is emptied.
4. EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed techniques, we
have conducted experiments on a real dataset. With MediaQ mobile app [21], we collected 25 FHD videos at 30 FPS generating
69K frames (2872 frames per video on average) along with their
FOV metadata. All videos recorded so that they intentionally contain frames that capture a Starbucks coffee shop. The experimental
setup is how to efﬁciently detect Starbucks logos from the collected
videos using the discussed frame selection approaches. For actual
logo detection, we used Google Vision API to detect the Starbucks
logo for each frame in every video and log the detected frames with
a conﬁdence ≥ 70%, resulting to 5.5K frames with the detected
logo. Experiments were performed on two types of devices: a powerful Ubuntu OS 16.04 equipped with a Quad Core Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E3-1240 v5 at 3.50GHz and 64GB of RAM and a less capable
Raspberry Pi (RPI) 3 Model B device.
In our analysis, the budget B is the maximum number of frames
an algorithm can extract from each video and is given as an input
parameter. It is application/device speciﬁc value based on the constrained resources on edge device such as power consumption and
data transfer bandwidth capacity [22]. The actual number of extracted frames is denoted by K ≤ B. Note that it is possible that
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(a) Desktop performance.

(b) Raspberry Pi performance.

(a) Hit-Ratio @ Budget.

(b) Frames for Hit-Ratio@30.

Fig. 2: Avg. Extraction Time per Video.

Fig. 3: Hit-Ratio performance.

K < B because for Greedy-SKE the weighted overlap coverage
is reached and adding a new FOV does not increase the total weight,
or for the baselines the sampling rate results in fewer frames for
short videos. We set the grid width w = 15 meters (similar trends
were observed when we varied the width w ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25},
hence results are omitted). Additionally, for Temporal we ﬁxed
ts = 500ms and for Trajectory-SKE, we empirically found
that the sampling radius tr = 2m performs best, to select enough
frames given the length of the videos. Greedy-SKE uses haversine as distance function d(fi .p, cj .p) to calculate the spatial weight
(results were similar with euclidean distance). After testing both avg
and max, we chose max (performs slightly better) as the residual
overlap function f , which assigns the maximum weight to the cell
contributed by the selected FOVs that cover it.

i.e., no other frame adds any value to the total weight, so it stops.
Although, the Naive-SKE algorithm is fast to execute, it is inferior to Greedy-SKE. The Naive-SKE considers the cell total
weight contributed from all FOVs, whereas Greedy-SKE smartly
adjusts the overlapping cell weight while new frames are selected.
The Trajectory-SKE, due to tr , requires more frames to reach
the same hit-ratio. Greedy-SKE does not require any user input
and is able to reach 80% with only 15 frames (compared to 41%
and 18% for Naive-SKE and Trajectory-SKE, respectively).
Trajectory-SKE has the limitation that it needs to set a tr such
that the whole trajectory is sampled, which is not a realistic assumption when the video length is unknown.
Figure 3b illustrates the output number of selected frames K (yaxis) while varying the target hit-ratio at a ﬁxed budget B = 30
(x-axis), which is reasonable given the average length of our video
dataset. Our Greedy-SKE algorithm outperforms all other approaches. It is able to detect the logo in 66% of the videos with
6 frames in 17ms, 75% of the videos with 10 frames in 26ms, and
reaches 80% with 15 frames in 39ms. None of the other approaches
reach beyond 54%, despite that all videos contain frames which capture the Starbucks logo. Naive-SKE requires 4 times the number frames of Greedy-SKE (20 vs 5, respectively) to reach a hitratio of 50%. Despite consuming more time, Clustering does not
achieve high hit-ratio in urban videos because it is unaware of the
coverage area. Frames that are spatially close, are not necessarily visually close due to background changes and directional differences.
Temporal yields worse results than Trajectory-SKE because
it selects near-duplicate or miss important frames due to the sampling rate ts . The Greedy-SKE considers the overlap coverage
area due to the effect of the spatial weight and selects the optimal
frames well ahead of any other technique.

4.1. Performance
Figure 2 shows the logarithmic scale computation time in msec of
the various approaches while we vary B on both desktop (Figure 2a)
and RPI (Figure 2b). The Clustering approach suffers the most
(i.e., 2+ orders of magnitude slower than others) because of the time
complexity to create the frame’s histogram bins and to run k-means
algorithm. ML-based frame extraction techniques, due to the processing cost, are not suitable to run on edge devices and is omitted
from Figure 2b. The techniques share the same patterns on both the
desktop and the RPI. The RPI, due to its limited resources, requires
1 order of magnitude more time. For example, Greedy-SKE
needs 1sec to select 50 frames on RPI, compared to 100msec on
the desktop, which is practical, since the majority of edge devices
are not able to process frames at 50 FPS. Greedy-SKE requires
to keep track of the residual weight each time a new FOV is selected;
however, it linearly scales with the maximum number of frames
B. Temporal and Naive-SKE are extremely fast. Temporal
solely relies on the temporal information of each frame (i.e., extracts
a frame per half second). Naive-SKE efﬁciently uses a maxheap to pick the next uncovered cell with the highest total weight
and chooses any FOV that covers it. Trajectory-SKE is slightly
slower than Temporal and Naive-SKE due to the calculation of
the haversine distance to identify whether a new FOV was already
sampled within tr .
4.2. Impact of Spatial Weight
To demonstrate the effectiveness of assigning spatial weight to each
cell, we constructed a ﬁeld experiment for automated logo visibility
analysis. We compare the selected frames by the approaches to the
actual frames which contain Starbucks logo. If at least one of the
selected frames contain the logo it is considered as a hit.
Figure 3a depicts the hit-ratio while varying B ∈ {1, 2 . . . 50}.
The graph plots the average selected frames K. Notice that K < B.
For example, the Greedy-SKE at K = 26.96 frames it saturates,

5. CONCLUSION
We presented a variety of approaches to extract frames from urban
mobile videos to detect objects. The Greedy-SKE highlights the
importance of using spatial metadata and optimizes the frame selection based on the coverage area of the video. Experiments show
that it outperforms other approaches by achieving a higher hit-ratio
with less number of selected keyframes in a short amount of time.
Greedy-SKE can be applied in many domains; for example, to
enhance the situation awareness in case of disasters [23].
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